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Content domain: 2a give/explain the meaning of words in context

Lesson 2
DIFFICULTY : HARD

1.   What do you think the following line means “two hundred pounds were set upon Robin 

      Hood’s head”? 

3.  What do the people of Nottingham think about Robin Hood? 

2.  Tick the phrase which explains what “serving a warrant” means?

serve a cup of herbal cup of tea  

to seize the person against whom it was issued 

to warrant someone access to your home 

4.  Which of these words has the closest meaning to bold? (Tick the right word)

right 

fearless 

bowl 

bright 

scared

5.  What do you think the job of a ‘messenger’ is? 
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DIFFICULTY : HARD

6.  If you “he placed great trust” in someone, what does that tell us about how much you like them?

7.  Why was “his heart was glad when he saw before him the Sign of the Blue Boar Inn”? 

9.  What is the atmosphere like at the inn? Use examples in your answer (2 marks)

10.  What do you think the messenger thinks about Robin Hood? Use examples in your answer 

       (3 marks)

8.  Find and copy the simile that describes some of the men in the inn. 

11.  True or false – No one wants to try to arrest Robin Hood.  Explain how you know (2 marks) 
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      Hood’s head”? 

3.  What do the people of Nottingham think about Robin Hood? 

2.  Tick the phrase which explains what “serving a warrant” means?

serve a cup of herbal cup of tea  

to seize the person against whom it was issued 
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4.  Which of these words has the closest meaning to bold? (Tick the right word)

right 
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bright 

scared

5.  What do you think the job of a ‘messenger’ is? 

ANSWERS

The Sherriff is offering two hundred pounds to anyone who is willing to capture Robin Hood 

and bring him to the Sherriff. 

The people of Nottingham knew all about the activities that Robin Hood got up to, 

so they laughed at the thought of any one trying to capture him for the Sherriff.  

They know that if they tried to capture him they’d end up with a “cracked crown”. 

A messenger picks up and transports documents, messages or other items from one place to another. 
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6.  If you “he placed great trust” in someone, what does that tell us about how much you like them?

7.  Why was “his heart was glad when he saw before him the Sign of the Blue Boar Inn”? 

9.  What is the atmosphere like at the inn? Use examples in your answer (2 marks)

10.  What do you think the messenger thinks about Robin Hood? Use examples in your answer 

       (3 marks)

8.  Find and copy the simile that describes some of the men in the inn. 

11.  True or false – No one wants to try to arrest Robin Hood.  Explain how you know (2 marks) 

ANSWERS

If you place trust in somebody, then you must like and trust them to do the right thing for 

you/ to you. 

He was happy to see the sign for the inn because he realised that he would be able to stop 

and have a drink because he wants “to refresh his thirsty throat” as it told us as he was 

travelling on the dusty road he also had, “dusty the throat of the messenger”.

They were men with beards that curled like the wool of black rams

The atmosphere sounds like a lively and fun atmosphere where the customers are clearly enjoying 
themselves.  For example, he describes the customers as “right jovial fellows”.  
The customers are all enjoying having a drink and reminiscing about good times through songs 
that they know as it says “all of them were quaffing humming ale and singing merry ballads of 
the good old times”. There is loud laughing as they shared jokes “as jests were bandied”. 

The messenger enjoys telling stories to the customer and the host and hostess. It tells us that he 
is the type of character that “loved a bit of gossip dearly” so he clearly enjoys talking to others.  
He seems keen to talk about the great Robin Hood as it tells the reader “he unfolded his budget 
of news with great comfort”. It is almost with pride that he shares the news that no one in Nottingham
 will take on Robin so he has been sent to Lincoln to find alternative men.  He certainly doesn’t seem 
scared of Robin and there is an element of admiration in how he talks of Robin’s actions. 

True – The messenger is on his way to Lincoln to find some men with “mettle” in order to be able 
to stand up and preserve with capturing Robin for the Sherriff.  The messenger has already 
stated that all the men in Nottingham are scared of dealing with Robin Hood, “he told how none 
could be found in all Nottingham Town to serve this warrant, for fear of cracked pates and 
broken bones”. 


